Central Safety Committee, Crook County School District
November 15, 2016
Crook County High School
Committee Members present: Dawn Camera, Ramona McCallister, Beth Lampert, Leland Bliss
Not present: Rob Bonner, Michelle Jonas
1.0
Meeting called to order at 3:30
Dawn made motion to approve October 2016 minutes with correction to typo of Barnes Butte
Elementary. Seconded by Beth. Approved by all.
Site committee update: Leland went to all site committee meetings except Brothers, Paulina and Powell
Butte. He talked about getting rid of site committees and renaming them. They will be site inspection
teams, except the support services. The idea was well received.
Issues around the district:
Paulina: Issue with track and a modular door that won’t shut. The track had a lot of night shade and they
sprayed. Bees are another issue and yellow jackets have been coming into gym. No students have been
stung, but there is a concern that one may be stung--and especially a student who is allergic.
If the bees continue to exist after freeze, they will try a new strategy. So far, they have used yellow
jacket traps. Beth suggested that if you set the traps early in the spring and get rid of the queen, that
can be effective.
The door was worked on by Robert. It was not closing correctly.
Crook County High School: Lift has not been inspected. PE Hallway ceiling tiles will be addressed, and
they should check with Wendy.
Auditorium: There have been items moved in front of the fire extinguisher. Leland suggested that they
use tape to mark or indicate where it is.
Leland brought up that the Central Safety Committee is required, but there needs to be quarterly
inspections. Discussion whether to keep each site committee or have them be site inspection teams
quarterly. What is the protocol to report conditions--how do they report that? Discussion on maybe
creating a link to maintenance for reporting hazards.
Crooked River: One safety issue at CR was by the crosswalk by Head start. A lot of parents and kids are
crossing back and forth and some near misses have been observed. Beth also mentioned that at a
crosswalk, she was into the crosswalk before the guard had up her sign, and started her crossing while
she is still in the crosswalk.

2.0
Old Business:
Review of the October minutes.
Leland checked into crossing guards. At Barnes Butte Elementary, they hired crossing guards at the areas
of concern.
Defibrillators: One in each building by the gym or the office--at High school it is by the auditorium.
Ice melt--Leland said they aren't using it because it deteriorates the sidewalks and parking lots. He is
suggesting red cinders. He will suggest utilizing primary entryways so staff are not using side doors and
backdoors, since it is hard to cover all areas.
Ramona mentioned the risk of the large ice sickles that form on the eves of the high school in the cold
season.
3.0
New Business
It was suggested that the committee needs to propose a list for each site, and it should be posted at
each site. There should be a person assigned at each inspection team site.
Beth asked what the protocol was if you had a disabled student who was immobile on a second story.
Dawn mentioned that at CCHS, sometimes when leaving, the lights in the parking lot are sometimes off
and sometimes on. She said sometimes when she left a sports event it would sometimes be dark. Leland
said he would look into this.
Next meeting is scheduled for December 13, weather permitting. The upcoming agenda will include
reviewing inspections, reviewing incidents, upcoming trainings, and safety concerns.
4.0
Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 4:35.
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